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Issue #37: Global Math Project

Share your problems, solutions, models, stories, and art:
https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird

It does not require many words
to speak the truth.

―Chief Joseph, Nez Perce
(1840-1904)

NEWSFLASH

Join LIVE Bluebird Math Circle to work on these activities
together with friends and family.

THURSDAY, October 20, 4-5 PM MDT online.

Sign up at https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird

MATH
JOKE

This issue is inspired by GLOBAL MATH WEEK #GMW2022

Challenge - How do you say 175,487 in your language?

Cherokee Numbers

Teach us how you say the big number 175,487 in your native language.
● Do you say it in a base 10 way? Or base 20 way? (See the video!)
● Do you switch the order of the digits as you pronounce them? (See the video!)
● When you write the number, how do you group the digits? (See the video!)

Teach us about your math culture and your language. Make a poster. Make a video. Send us an email. (See the video!)
Video link - https://youtu.be/vDT5zn3rF-c

Family Circle: Exploding Dots (AKA number bases)

Explore the Exploding Dots machines and become adept at converting numbers into
different codes, finding the code for twenty-two, say, in a 1 ← 3, 1 ← 5, or a 1 ← 10
machine. To illustrate:  In a 1 ← 2 machine, pairs of dots in any one box “explode” – that is
disappear – to produce one dot, one box to their left. (This explains the machine name “1
← 2” written this backwards way.)

We see that two dots turn into one dot and zero dots in a 1 ← 2 machine. We say that
number two has 1 ← 2 machine code 10 (which is the representation of 2 in base two or the binary system).
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In a 1 ← 3 machine the number 15 has code
120.

And in a 1 ← 10 machine, the number 273 has
code … 273!

Now go to the Exploding Dots online experience - https://www.explodingdots.org/

Play Island - Mechania, Station 1. Have fun and make lots of KAPOWS! Here’s your challenge, find the codes for:

1: 4: 7: 10:

2: 5: 8: ?:  10011

3: 6: 9: 1020:

Go back and play Stations 2 and 3. Move onto the next Island - Insighto. Play up to Question 8, stop. Explore all the other Islands!

Ask Bluebird
QUESTION—What is a fractal? From Donna Fernandez

BLUEBIRD SAYS—The word fractal has the same root as fraction and fracture. Literally, that means to break; or
should we say, explode? Kapow!

A fractal image is infinite, and it breaks apart into pieces. Moreover, each piece, if you zoom in and look closely
enough, is the same as the entire thing. That's not literally true if we draw a fractal on paper or a screen, because
everything in our physical world ends. But in our imagination, some things go on and on, such as place values,
exploding dots, or parts of a fractal. Here are a few fractals that are "same but different" compared to our 1 ← 2
exploding dots machine. Try and find some similarities and differences! Pictures: Natural Math, Rhett Allain

FUN FACT OF THE FORTNIGHT People like playing with numbers. For example, in 1937 a young mathematician Lothar Collatz
noticed that if we start with any positive integer and form a sequence using two operations – if we have an even integer, divide it
by two; if we have an odd integer, multiply it by three and add one – then we  always reach number 1. For example, if we start
with 11 we get the following sequence: 11→34→17→52→26→13→40→20→10→5→16→8→4→2→1.

This observation is called Collatz Conjecture. Nobody currently knows if it’s true, even though it’s been checked to  work for every

starting number from 1 through (which is about 270,000,000,000,000,000).  A prominent mathematician, Jeffrey Lagarias3 · 253
stated in 2010 that the Collatz conjecture "is an extraordinarily difficult problem, completely out of reach of present day
mathematics".

If you enjoyed various machines described in this issue you might find it quite fascinating to play with a 2←3 machine - and to
figure out how it is related to Collatz Conjecture!
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